CUSTOM GRATING
TOTALLY ON YOUR TERMS
Just when you think your grating mesh requirements are impossible to satisfy, our custom grating
may be the solution you need. Grating mesh is manufactured according to your requirements.
We create entirely new possibilities for how grating can look.
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FLEXIBLE GRATING
With our flexible grating, your choices are not determined by any special height for the grating or mesh
width dimensions. The size of the mesh does not need to be the same across the whole surface, which
can provide completely new and exciting patterns. For example, carrier rods and support rods can be
angled. The support rod does not need to be completely pressed down to the carrier rod, it can be ordered in any height you require. The material that the grating mesh is made of is also flexible. You can
choose from a range of several different materials, including Corten.

CAPACITY FLEXIBLE GRATING
Mesh width: c/c 11 x 11 mm - 150 x 150
Carrier rod height: 20 - 200 mm
Carrier rod thickness: 2 - 20 mm

HEAVY-DUTY GRATING
Grating can also be manufactured as an extremely heavy-duty grating that withstands very high spot
loads. This is suitable for heavy traffic, as in the paper, petrochemical, process and engineering industries. The grating is supplied as standard in hot dip galvanised steel. It is also available in other
materials such as Corten, aluminium, and copper. The benefits and applications are infinite.
The gratings are made to order.

MATERIAL SELECTION
Grating mesh is traditionally manufactured from steel or
aluminium. Most grating meshes are made from steel,
which is then hot dip galvanised. This is also standard for
our flexible grating. However, in more extreme environments, or in applications that are subject to more stringent surface finish requirements, a stainless material may
be a better alternative. In other cases, material weight
may be the most important factor. That's why we also
offer grating mesh in aluminium, which is about one third
the weight of steel.
In addition to the fact that there are few limits in respect
of mesh and height, you can choose materials that have
previously been impossible for grating mesh. Materials
such as Corten and copper open the door on unique opportunities that enable you to create something new and
exceptional.
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